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KH-4B potential unleashed
To retrieve the "small" displacements typically associated

with EQ using image correlation requires a high precision

distortion removal. Our success for 1973 Luhuo EQ this

case shows our method has general potential for other

studies. Our method requires further improvement of

distortion removal to get rid of noise and artifacts. In the

future we aim to understand shallow upper crust coseismic

slip deficit for mature and immature strike-slip faults

(right figure from Fialko et al., 2006).

3. 1973 Luhuo earthquake study using KH-4B
High resolution displacement maps and rupture morphology map

Using historical satellite data to investigate ground

deformation of past earthquakes
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How to study ground deformation due to faulting?
Temporal distribution of remote sensing and geodesic tools

Aerial photography
- sparse in time 
- sparse in space
- fine resolution

1900 Today

Other known archive : KH9
- large swath

- high 10 m resolution
- needing some processing

1960

Archive : satellite KH-4B

Historical earthquakes

1970

GPS
InSAR

Active fault deformation is characterized by displacement ranging

from millimeters/year (aseismic slip) to meters/second (major earthquake) and

surface deformation can be documented with:

- InSAR

- optical image correlation (Van Puymbroeck et al., 2000)

- field mapping of rupture and coseismic offsets

To prevent hazard → characterize the maximal potential earthquake

→ detail each rupture size, slip amplitude, location

During the 1947-1991 Cold War, the american and russian governments initiated

the first generation of imaging reconnaissance satellites. What is the

potential of US CORONA KH-4B archive, little used for geodetic analysis?

Can we overcome its drawbacks to access past earthquakes?

1st Landsat 
satellite, with 

kilometric 
resolution

East-West 

displacement

map

East

West

2. A major fault in Eastern Tibet:

The Xianshuihe Fault
Rare example of a structurally mature continental

strike-slip fault recently broken in . One of the most

dangerous faults of China with 35 Mw ≥ 6.5

historical earthquakes recorded since 1327. This

study focuses on Mw 7.6 1973 Luhuo EQ. Indeed,

about twenty 1968 KH-4B images cover the

segment ruptured.

… but KH-4B acquisition leads to distortions...

KH-4B images taken in 1967-1969 and 1970-1972 (Song et al., 2015)

1. A new tool : CORONA KH-4B...

Up right: Map from Taponnier et al. (2001). Right: location

of the Xianshuihe fault, cities and historical quakes; Up:
1968 KH-4B images footprints above the fault.

Left: principle of 

KH-4B missions; 

right: zoom 

showing the high 

1-2 m resolution.

Causes ?

• Position moving with the lens

• Panoramic distortion

• Image compensation during

exposure

• Tiltted camera

Expected

image (Sohn
et al., 2004)

KH-4B image

...that we aimed and succeeded to remove.

North-South 

displacement

map

Iterative testing and processing of the archive South

North

ABSTRACT. The study of seismic potential is essential to the implementation of population protection. In order to anticipate potential hazard and limit risks, three information are essential:

past earthquakes location, size of rupture and detailed induced deformation. Having access to these earthquakes remains a privilege and depends on the chance to have an instrument in the right place at the

right time. Indeed, GPS and radar methods emerged in the 1990s, while optical instruments gathered only scattered and heterogeneous aerial photos and satellite images with a resolution of about ten

kilometres before 2010s. We therefore for the first time propose access to a promising image archive for all types of study of land deformation, with a resolution of about two metres, over an area of 100 km2,

well distributed geographically and extending to the middle of the 1960s. These are the images from the american spy satellite "CORONA KH-4B". On this occasion, this archive enabled the detailed ground

deformation study of the 1976 Luhuo, Eastern Tibet earthquake, key information for our global study: understand upper crust coseismic deformation of strike-slip faults.
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